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Abstract  We investigated the stability of ionic configurations of the tip of the cantilever in non-contact AFM.; For

this, we used a computational model that couples the ionic motion of the MgO surface and the oscillating cantilever.

The motion of ions was connected to the oscillating cantilever using a coupling method that had been recently

developed. The adhesive process on the ionic MgO surface leads to energy dissipation of the cantilever. It is shown

that limited types of ionic configurations of the tip are stable during the adhesive process. Based on the present

computational model, we discuss the adhesive mechanism leading to energy dissipation. 
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I. Introduction

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has shown promise as
a tool for observing atomic-scale images of various
materials [1]. In the non-contact AFM, an atomic force
between the tip of the cantilever and the surface gives the
variation in the frequency of the oscillation of the
cantilever. The observed frequency offers an atomic-
resolution image of the surface. In this experiment, the
amplitude of the cantilever’s oscillation was reduced as the
tip approached the surface. The dissipation of the
oscillation’s mechanical energy also provides an atomic
image [2-9]. The mechanism that causes this dissipation has
been investigated by many theoretical and computational
studies [10-25]; nevertheless, it is still under discussion. 

Although a number of mechanisms have been proposed
for this dissipation, the adhesive hysteresis mechanism is
considered to be the most acceptable. As the cantilever tip
approaches and moves away from the surface, the adhesive
behavior of the atoms of the tip and the surface arises,
which provides the hysteresis in force acting on cantilever;
this non-conservative force results in the energy dissipation
of the oscillation. This adhesive mechanism is based on the
existence of stable atomic structures of the tip, and the
structure of the tip and the surface remains intact even after
adhesive atomic contact; this is because they reversibly
reconstruct during the adhesion process. 

This adhesive mechanism has been extensively investigated

through theoretical and computational means [10-17], and
these studies have calculated the atomic interaction between
the tip and the surface through many different atomic
models. One such model uses the molecular dynamics (MD)
method, and the equation of motion for the cantilever is
solved with the interaction force that was obtained from the
MD calculation, in which the motions of the atoms and the
cantilever are independently calculated.

We consider that the coupling of the atomic motions and
the cantilever’s oscillation is necessary to trace the
adhesive behavior of the atoms and understand the
mechanism of the energy dissipation. The oscillation of the
cantilever considerably effects on the atomic-scale reaction
and adhesive motion of the atoms. In our previous studies
[23-25], we proposed a computational AFM model that
couples the atomic motion between the tip and the surface
with the oscillation of the cantilever. We constructed such
a coupling model according to the MD-continuum
coupling method that we had been developed [26-28]. In
the present work, this computational model was applied to
the AFM of the surface of an MgO ionic crystal, which has
been investigated in the computational studies [13-15]. We
aim to confirm the adhesive mechanism of the energy
dissipation, as well as the stability of the ionic configuration
of the tip, using this coupling computational model.

In the following, we explain the computational model
that couples the motion of the MgO ions and the cantilever
of the AFM. We then show the adhesive process of the ions
on the surface and the energy dissipation of the cantilever
that is associated with the adhesive process. The stability of
the ionic configuration of the tip in the adhesive process is
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investigated, and the mechanism of the energy dissipation
is subsequently discussed.

II. Method 

The computational AFM model is composed of the
atomic system and a spring. The atomic system describes
the atomic force between the tip of the cantilever and the
surface. The oscillation of the spring represents that of the
cantilever in AFM. In the following, we explain the atomic
system, and subsequently the coupling system that
combines this atomic system with the spring.

1.  Atomic system

The tip ions faced the surface of the MgO crystal, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The inter-atomic potentials between
Mg-Mg, O-O and Mg-O ions were set as used in the
reference [29], respectively, in which each potential
consists of parts of Coulombic, dispersion, and the
repulsive interactions between the ions. The potential
energy of the entire atomic system was assumed to be the
sum of the above pairwise atomic potential. The periodic
boundary condition (PBC) was applied along the x and y
directions, while it was not applied along the z-direction.
At this point, the system was isolated along z direction. We
then introduced “frozen atoms” and the “Langevin atom”
into the atomic system. The frozen atoms did not move
during the MD calculation and remained at the initial

positions. They were positioned at the boundary region in
the atomic system as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The motion of
the Langevin atom, meanwhile, obeys the Langevin
equation, in which the atoms are affected by an inter-
atomic force, a frictional force, and random force
components. The other atoms are referred to as ‘normal
MD atoms’, and they are only affected by the inter-atomic
force mentioned above. The Langevin atoms were located
between the frozen atoms and the normal MD atoms as
shown by the gray spheres in Fig. 1(a). Due to the
existence of the Langevin atoms, the temperature of the
atomic system was kept constant during the MD
simulation. The phonons in the finite atomic system were
reflected at the boundary of the frozen atoms; this
reflection was absorbed at the layers of the Langevin
atoms, in which the frictional force and the random force
components absorbed the reflection of the phonons.

Thus far, the atomic system has been assumed to be
under the isolation condition along the z direction. At this
point, we applied the PBC in the z direction, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The atomic system is still isolated: the unit cell
was long enough in the z direction such that the atomic
system in the original cell is separated from that in the
neighboring image cell. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the tip
atoms in the original cell get close to the atoms of the
surface in the neighboring image cell, which gives the
attractive interaction between the tip and the surface
through the PBC.

2. Coupling system

A spring is attached to the atomic system as shown in
Fig. 1(c). Although the atomic system was still under the
PBC, we assumed that the spring was mechanically
connected to the unit cell of the atomic system, in which
the displacement of the spring have the same variations in
magnitude of the z-length of the unit cell. If the spring
shrinks, the unit cell becomes longer in the z direction by
a distance that equaled the displacement of the spring (Fig.
1(d)), in which the frozen atoms were fixed at their initial
positions even when the z-length of the unit cell was
varied. In this case (Fig.1(d)), the distance between the tip
atoms in the original cell and the surface atoms in the
neighboring image cell increases, and the attractive
interaction between the tip and the surface decreased.
When the spring oscillated, the z-length of the unit cell
oscillated, and the separation between the tip and the
surface in the unit cell also oscillated. The spring
representing a realistic cantilever in the AFM was, in
general, of a macroscopic scale. In the present coupling
model, we could connect the spring to the whole atomic
system, in which the spring is connected to the unit cell,
instead to each atom in the unit cell.

We can define the Lagrange function for the above
coupling system. The Lagrange function of the atomic
system, Latom, is defined as,

Fiugre 1. (a) Atomic system under the isolated condition in z
direction. The upper atoms corresponds to the tip atoms, and
bottom atoms are the surface. White and black balls represent
normal MD atoms and frozen atoms, respectively. Gray balls
indicate Langevin atoms. (b) Atomic system under the
periodic boundary condition in the z direction using the unit
cells of the original unit cell (solid line) and the copied unit cell,
so-called image cell (broken line). The gray atoms are not
illustrated here. (c) A coupling system. The spring is connected
to the unit cell along the z direction. (d) The unit cell becomes
longer as the spring shrinks, in which the tip atoms in the
original cell is far from the surface in the image cell. Note that
the frozen atoms are always fixed at their initial positions.
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.

Here, l is the z-length of the unit cell of the atomic
system with N atoms of mass m. In this function, xi and yi

are the x and y coordination of atom i, respectively, and z’i

is the scaled z coordination, such that zi is zi=lz’i. The first
term on the r.h.s. is the kinetic energy of the atomic system,
and the velocity,  in it is defined as ; the second
term V({xi, yi, lz’i }), meanwhile, is the potential energy
which is the sum of the interatomic potential in the atomic
system. At this point, we introduced the unit cell’s new
degree of freedom, l, into the atomic system. The magnitude
of the variation in l corresponds to that of the displacement
of the spring, therefore the degree of freedom of l was
equivalent to those of the spring. We added the elastic and
kinetic energies of the spring to the above Latom. and
defined a new Lagrange function for the coupling model,
Lcoupl.:

W is the inertial mass of the l, equivalent to the spring’s
mass, which corresponds to the cantilever’s mass in the
experiment. In this coupling model, we assume that
cantilever’s mass W does not include the atomic mass of
the tip. The position l0 is the equilibrium position of the
spring with spring constant k. 

The equations of motion for the atoms and the spring are
derived from the function Lcoupl.:

, (2)

, (3)

, (4)

(5)

The equation (4) is obtained from the Euler-Lagrange
equation for z’i , and the second derivative of zi=lz’i with
respect to time. The motion of the normal MD atoms obey
the equation (2)-(4). The frictional and random forces also
acts on the Langevin atom in addition. The equation of
motion of the spring is equation (5), where the first term on
the r.h.s. is the spring force, and the second and third terms,

, on the r.h.s. correspond to the internal force
within the atomic system. The internal force is applied to
the spring, and it can be treated as the interaction force

between the tip and the surface. These equations are
integrated by a standard numerical method and we obtain
the trajectories for the atoms and the spring. 

The units of energy, length, and mass in the calculation
are eV, Å, and the mass of an Mg ion (mMg), respectively.
The time unit is . The
time step in the MD calculation is set to 0.02 τ. We set the
spring constant k=0.041 eVÅ−2, and its frequency ω=4.67
×10−3 (2Π/τ). The temperature of atomic sytem is 300 K.

We set three types of atomic configuration of the tip in
the atomic system. For type 1, one layer that consists of
five O ions and four Mg ions was located on the surface of
the MgO crystal, and one Mg ion was mounted on this
layer at its center. For type 2, one Mg ion and another O
ion were mounted on the surface of the MgO crystal, and
the ions were separated from one another. For type 3, one
layer that consists of eight O ions and eight Mg ions was
located at the surface of the MgO crystal, and a pair of Mg
and O ions was mounted onto this layer. For all of these
cases, these ionic structures were optimized before the
numerical integration of the equations of motion was
performed, and the optimized ionic structures were used as
an initial ionic configuration of the tip. The tip ions in all
cases also faced the flat MgO(001) surface ,in which the O
ion of the flat surface was positioned so as to be just below
the Mg ion of the tip apex.

III.   RESULTS

1. Adhesion process and the energy dissipation of the 

cantilever

For type 1, during one oscillation cycle of the spring, the
tip atoms approached the surface atoms and retract from the
surface, as illustrated in Fig. 2. When the tip approached the
surface at the spring displacement Δl=−3.5 Å and time
T=200 τ, the Mg ion at the tip apex was separated from the
surface O ion. As the tip got closer to the surface, the Mg
ion attracted the O ion, and an ionic bond formed between
them at T=310 τ. When the tip retracted from the surface,
the Mg ion was still bonded to the O ion at Δl=3.5 Å and
T=420 τ, and the Mg ion was separated from the O ion
when the distance increased. This indicates that there was
an adhesive behavior in the bonding between the Mg ion of
the tip and the O ion of the surface.

This adhesive behavior leads to the hysteresis property in
the interaction force between the tip and the surface. The
ionic configuration of the tip at Δl=−3.5 Å during the
approach of the spring differed from that at the same Δl

during retraction. The different atomic configurations gave
a different magnitude of the interaction between the tip and
the surface, and the interaction force varied as the tip
approached and retracted from the surface. Fig. 3 shows
such a hysteresis, in which the interaction is calculated as
explained in section 2-2.

The force did not depend on the displacement of the
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spring. Such a non-conservative force resulted in the
dissipation of the spring's oscillation. Figure 4 shows the
oscillation of the spring, where the energy of the spring

was defined as . The amplitude
of the oscillation was reduced and the energy E was also
reduced by about ΔE ~−0.02 eV per cycle of the oscillation.

2. Stability of the atomic arrangements of the tip and 

the surface

For type 1, the initial ionic configuration of the tip and
the surface remained after the tip had approached and
retracted from the surface as illustrated in Fig. 2. During
the tip approach and retraction, the Mg ion of the tip
formed an ionic bond with the O ion and separated from
the O ion, respectively. The initial ionic configuration of
the tip and the surface did not change, not even after the
formation and breaking of the Mg-O ionic bond; in fact, it
still persisted, even after many cycles of the spring
oscillation. A stable reconstruction of the ionic
configuration is therefore shown for type 1. For types 2 and
3, however, once the ions of the tip formed the ionic bond
with the ions on the surface, the ionic configuration of the

E 1 2Wi
2

⁄ 1 2k l l
0

–( )
2

⁄+=

Figure 2. Time (T) convolution of the ionic configuration of the tip and the surface for type 1 of the tip. The Mg and O ions are
represented by the black and white spheres, respectively. The displacements of the spring, Δl, at time T are also indicated.

Figure 3. Interaction force as a function of the spring
displacement, Δl.

Figure 4. (a) Displacement of the spring and (b) its energy as a
function of time.

Figure 5. The ionic configuration of the tip and the surface
both before and after the formation of the Mg-O ionic bond
for (a) type 2 and (b) type 3.
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tip and the surface never returned to their initial states. For
type 2, as the spring retracted from the surface, the Mg ion
of the tip pulled the O ion up from the surface. As the
distance between the tip and the surface increased, the tip
pulled up strings of ions from the surface, as illustrated in
Fig. 5 (the O ion of the tip apex positioned far from the Mg
ion also pulled the ion up from the surface and formed the
strings). For type 3, the pair of the Mg and O ions at the
tip apex pulled the ions up from the surface and formed the
stings of ions, as had been the case for type 2. For both
these cases, the ionic structures of the tip and the surface
changed irreversibly after an initial cycle of the oscillation
of the spring. These irreversible changes were in contrast to
the stable reconstruction of the tip that had been observed
for type 1.

 IV. Discussion

As the tip approached the surface, the ions at the tip apex
formed ionic bonds with the ions on the surface for all
types of the tip. As the spring retracted from the surface,
the initial ionic configuration of the tip remained intact
only for type 1, while it changed irreversibly for types 2
and 3. The stability of the tip strongly depended on its ionic
configuration of the tips. In addition to the present three
cases, we investigated the stabilities of other types of ionic
configurations of the tip, for example, the tip of two Mg
ions and two O ions at the tip apex. For these other types,
the ionic configurations also changed irreversibly, as had
been the case for types 2 and 3. Based on the present
calculation, it seems that the adhesive behavior of atoms
results in an irreversible change in the tip and surface for
most configurations of the tip.

Atomic adhesion has been thought of as a promising
mechanism for energy dissipation in non-contact AFM, as
mentioned in the introduction section. This adhesive
mechanism is based on the existence of a tip that would
have a stable atomic configuration even after adhesion
between the atoms of the tip and the surface. In the present
calculation, such a stable tip occurs only for type 1, in
which the energy dissipation came from the adhesive
behavior of the ions between the tip and the surface. This
stability, however, was not observed for most types of ionic
configurations of the tip. There are many types of ionic
configurations at the tip apex of a realistic tip in an AFM
experiment, and, based on our results, it would seem that
there are only a limited number of types of ionic
configurations that would be stable during the adhesion
process.

V. Conclusions

A computational model for an AFM experiment that
couples the atomic motion with the oscillation of the

AFM’s cantilever was applied to the AFM of an ionic
MgO surface. It was shown that the adhesive behavior of
the MgO ions resulted in an energy dissipation during
oscillation of the cantilever. For one type of the ionic
configuration of the tip, the configuration was reconstructed
after the adhesive process. However, for most types of tips,
the adhesive behavior of the ions resulted in an irreversible
change of the ionic configuration of the tip: a stable
reconstruction of the configuration did not occur. According
to the adhesive mechanism, we assume that there are a
limited number of atomic configurations of realistic AFM
tips that would contribute to energy dissipation.
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